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“May I point this out to you: we know of many students from leading
selective and elite private schools, however, none to our knowledge has
received such personal care and attention in determining their future
careers like the students of Redeemer. We are grateful to Redeemer for
inculcating Godly values in our daughter over 12 years to prepare her for
her life’s mission. It is our earnest hope that this caring relationship
continue into the future.”

—Parents of past student, February 2011

“The choice of a school is the choice of a ‘moral community’.”

—Professor Stephen Ball, University of London, 2003

“There is the need for Christian schools to restate—and for parents to
rediscover, or discover for the first time—that the fundamental aim is not
simply to educate people ‘for life’ but to educate them for eternal life and to
recognise that students, staff, parents and the added servants of the school
can become a truly Christian community, able to share our greatest
possession, the saving power of God Himself revealed in the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ: God in the flesh of man.”

—Principal’s Address, 1990



The Principal’s Address

An epic along the way
Some of you may have seen the 2010 science fiction, action, heist film

Inception by Christopher Nolan. The film is about a shared dream space in

which a husband and wife build their own world together. But it’s a dream

world, an imaginary world. And the more they get into this imaginary world,

the more satisfaction they get out of what they are building. But, also, they are

losing connection with the real world. Finally, all the wife wants is the

imaginary world that she and her husband have created in their dreams. Never

mind their children in the flesh and blood world. All that matters now is this

fantasy world that they have created together. So she invites her husband to

join her in a leap of faith out of the flesh and blood world into a better reality:

their shared dreaming. The movie plots the husband’s epic struggle to return

to the real world for the sake of his children. But—in a typical twist in our

postmodern age where reality is what you make it to be—at the end of the

movie, as the husband is reunited with his children, we don’t know whether

he’s in flesh and blood space or dream space. Reality is ambiguous, confused.

The viewer is left to decide what has happened at the end. Truth is a personal

construction.

Alternate reality gamers seek epic meaning

Jane McGonigal is Director of Game Research and Development at the

California-based Institute for the Future. Last year she gave a keynote

televised speech with the title ‘Gaming can make a better world’, which was

largely about the alternate reality, online game World of Warcraft. There are

some startling statistics:

• so far, since 1994, World of Warcraft gamers have collectively spent

5.93 million years solving their virtual problems;

• the average young person in a country with a strong gamer culture will

spend 10,000 hours playing online games by the age of 21;

• more than 500 million people around the world spend at least one hour

a day playing on-line games;

• the average World of Warcraft gamer plays for 22 hours a week; and
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• the World of Warcraft wiki is the second biggest wiki in the world, only

trumped by Wikipedia, with nearly 80,000 articles as at February last

year.

Edward Castranova—Professor of Telecommunications at Indiana Univer-

sity—reflecting on the choice available to ordinary people between a virtual

world and the real world both as a form of escape and as a search for meaning,

said that: ‘We’re witnessing a mass exodus to virtual worlds and online game

environments.’ The draw-card is the possibility of an epic win. There is an

awe-inspiring mission with a human-planetary scale story. This gives gamers

epic meaning. So McGonigal says that gamers are super-empowered, hopeful

individuals.

And we’re back to the postmodern agenda. Truth and reality are what you

want them to be. Objective criterion outside of the self are relegated to a far

distant memory on the horizon. Answerability to the God who is our Creator

and Lord—the God who has spoken His will for mankind; the God whose

words are recorded in His book, the Bible—human accountability to God, is

suppressed. And individual gamers are neither super-empowered nor

hopeful. Rather, they are hooked on a screen as detrimentally as any drug

addict was hooked to a needle, hoping to be part of some epic other reality

than the sometime sorrow and boredom of present existence without future

hope. And you as parents and we as a school need to come to grips with how to

respond to this new lure into alternate reality which is having a major impact

on our generation.

Concurrent with the rise in online gaming are ABS statistics which reveal that

‘one in four young Australians have a mental health disorder’. An Australia In-

stitute paper on Mapping Loneliness in Australia made the following observa-

tion: ‘In an age where technological developments have meant that it has

never been easier to reach out and contact someone, many Australians feel

lonely and isolated.’ Social networking websites can go viral with malicious,

untrue gossip. We know! The need for human community cannot be satisfied

in a virtual world.

Epic Australian stories

But the epic win of the gamer is really a debasement of language. An

epic—coming from the Ancient Greek word epikos—is a lengthy narrative

poem about a serious subject containing details of heroic deeds and events

significant to a culture or nation. Last year our speaker talked of Rev John
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Flynn and the establishment of the Royal Flying Doctor Service. That’s an

epic Australian story in real time with real lives at stake, battling and overcom-

ing real difficulties with vision inspired by the real living God.

This year we have been involved as a school alongside a number of Australian

epics. First, there was the centenary of Burnside which we celebrated with

Burnside at Government House and on the School oval. And I am delighted to

welcome tonight the Acting CEO of Uniting Care Burnside, Claerwen Little.

At the 1985 Annual Service of Worship, our founding Principal Noel Cannon

recorded his thanks to the Burnside Board for our main campus: ‘We never

fail to appreciate what the Lord has provided in these facilities at Burnside.’

Secondly, we shared a book launch chronicling the history of the growth of

Christian Community Schools with Bob Frisken, our first Principal when we

were the Redeemer Baptist Annexe of Christian Community High School.

And, again, I am pleased to welcome Bob Frisken tonight. Bob was one of the

founders of Christian Community Schools. On the title page of a copy of his

book, which I purchased for the School, Bob wrote: ‘Redeemer Baptist

School, an important part of this story.’ Christian Community Schools began

with just 14 students in 1976. There are now about 50,000 students in 130

schools from that heritage.

Thirdly, we recently had opportunity to fulfil a promise that we made a num-

ber of years ago to Elaine Nile when she asked if we would sing at her funeral.

Elaine served the people of NSW in the NSW Legislative Council for almost

fifteen years and supported Fred throughout his 30 years of Parliamentary

ministry. Elaine always sought to serve Jesus Christ, for the benefit of all,

through debating significant issues in the Parliament and in the media.

And the School has been celebrating its thirty-year epic in various ways this

year including: the opening of the N F Cannon Library by Julie Owens, MP;

the Journey to Heaven CD, available tonight for purchase from the Bookstore;

the big birthday celebrations at School last Friday; and tonight’s service of

worship, including the special time-line insert in your program. The dense list

of achievements is truly epic. We could not have imagined this thirty years

ago! All the praise and all the glory belong to God the Father and our Lord

Jesus Christ.

Redeemer’s epic journey begins: the permissive society

Why did we start on this epic of Christian schooling? I want to re-create for

you some of what was shaping us as we began to envision a Christian school
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back in 1977. First, we read Romans 1:18–25 and we could see that Paul’s

description of his culture related directly to our own.

… sinful, wicked people suppress the truth by their wickedness …

they know the truth about God because He made it obvious to

them … people have seen the earth and sky … through everything

God made, they can clearly see His invisible qualities … but they

wouldn’t worship Him as God or even give Him thanks … so God

abandoned them to do whatever shameful thing their hearts

desired … they did vile and degrading things with each other’s

bodies … their lives became full of every kind of wickedness …

they invent new ways of sinning, and they disobey their parents …

they break their promises … they know God’s justice requires

that those who do these things deserve to die, yet they do them

anyway … worse yet, they encourage others to do them, too.

What was in our minds as we read these verses? The drugs revolution which

was wasting a generation of young people. Increasing disregard for parental

authority—not only by peers but also by state school teachers and school

leaders—fuelled by ‘Beatles’ pop culture. 1960s Woodstock, hippy, casual,

intimate relationships—without marital commitment—were becoming a

cultural norm. New laws helped families to split up easily. Human life was

devalued. Every human—including the unborn—is made in the image of

God. But now there was abortion on demand and debates over euthanasia and

infanticide. I note the recent Melbourne mother who, in an attempt to kill her

unhealthy unborn child, ended up by medical accident killing both of her

twins. These were the days when Fred Nile’s Festival of Light movement

caught the attention of the churches. The first brochure advertising Christian

Community High School said this:

Why have a Christian School? … There are increasing numbers

of teachers in our schools who are militantly atheistic or

humanistic and who openly deride Christian morality. They are

directly influencing our children to think as they do.

There was a cultural shift happening towards a permissive society. Society

was losing its anchor in revealed absolutes. The ten commandments were

out—they were replaced with one maxim: ‘If it feels good, do it’.

Redeemer’s epic journey begins: spiritual renewal

Secondly, we could see that revival was the only way that minds would be

renewed and the culture thereby transformed. We had been caught up in a
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work of the Holy Spirit that was blowing through the churches at the time.

Jesus said this about when the Spirit comes:

He will convict the world of its sin, and of God’s righteousness,

and of the coming judgement … He will guide you into all truth.

We could see the outcome of our own permissive society because we were

being convicted of our own sin. And we were being convinced about God’s

right way for living in right relationship with Him. And we could see that the

end of refusing to obey what God said was temporal and eternal judgement.

We were urgent that our young people did not drift into sin and out of

relationship with the living God. The whole push of society was away from

God and His way of living. But we had all been radically changed as the Spirit

moved amongst us with signs and wonders, filling us with His love. And we

believed that we could share this possibility with another generation so that

they, too, may be open to the visitation of the Holy Spirit of God.

In our first Annual Service of Worship, in Sargood Hall, Dr Max Shaw

said this:

Surely in education we’re endeavouring to prepare young people

so that they are able to be shapers and formers of their world as

they live life. Christian schooling must have as its centre the desire

for young people to have their minds so transformed that they will

not be blind followers of the present world patterns, but will truly

be able to know what is good and acceptable and perfect.

Dr Shaw was reflecting on another verse in Paul’s letter to the Romans: ‘let

God transform you into a new person by changing the way you think ’. When

we started Redeemer Baptist School, it wasn’t just reactionary against the

unacceptable changes in Australian society. Much more, we had vision for

what our students could become as we prayed for all involved with the School

to have minds constantly renewed by the indwelling Holy Spirit and then to

have our whole way of being influenced primarily by God’s love and holiness.

Redeemer’s epic journey begins: community

Thirdly, God had led us into a new way of living which we reckoned was too

good to keep to ourselves. The Australian Monthly Education Review of

Tuesday, 8th April 1975, stated that ‘our age is preoccupied with

community … indeed, the history of mankind may be viewed as a mosaic of

images of community with kinship, religion, war, politics—along with

locality, race and occupation—serving at various times as the nucleus of
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community.’ The permissive society was breaking apart traditional firm bonds

in family. Loyalty was passé. The drive for autonomy and individualism, with

the peak of existence being self-actualisation, drove people apart as they were

living by enlightened self-interest. But we read Psalm 133:1, which said:

How wonderful and pleasant it is when brothers live together in

harmony!

And we read Acts 2:42–47, which described the life of the early Church after

they were first filled with the Holy Spirit:

… all the believers met together in one place and shared every-

thing they had … they sold their property and possessions and

shared the money with those in need … they shared their meals

with great joy and generosity—all the while praising God and

enjoying the goodwill of all the people.

Jesus said: ‘Your love for one another will prove to the world that you are my

disciples’. So we wanted to share the love that we had for each other in

Christ so that others could be introduced to the One who makes all the

difference for us!

Whereas the drive for community is an innate longing that finds expression in

every age of man’s history—and in the ’70s was finding expression in hippy

communes, Kibbutzim and other religious communities—our desire to share

the love we had discovered in Christ with parents and students in the School

was counter-cultural. We weren’t living for ourselves. We were living for

Christ and, in Christ, we were living for each other. And we wanted our

students to know the Christ who makes faithful, sacrificial love for others

possible even in an age obsessed with individual choice. Here, again, we found

a great deal in common with our friend Bob Frisken who wrote in a newsletter

to Christian Community Schools in 1996: ‘It is only in community that values

can be learnt and attitudes changed’.

This year we have wanted to make our community life more accessible to

parents by relocating our worship services to Sargood Hall at 10am each

Sunday. You are welcome to join us for worship any Sunday, followed by

lunch and a game on the oval for the young and young at heart!

And so, as we fast-forward thirty years, what drives the continuation of this

epic journey in Christian schooling?

Nurture, a publication of Christian Education National, devoted a recent

edition to seeing ‘how different cultures in vastly different political systems
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seek to provide a Christian education that is faithful to God and is culturally

relevant’. The segment on Christian education in Australia identified two

challenges for the future: the Gonski review of government funding and the

new national curriculum.

Challenges for the future: review of government
funding

Last year, the Prime Minister announced a review of school funding by David

Gonski, the Chancellor of the University of NSW, to conclude in 2011. The

review is to examine all funding for all schools in an open, transparent and

consultative manner. Various fact sheets and papers have been published by

the Gonski review but the outcome is anyone’s guess. The cards are being

held quite close to the chest! But a change to government funding in real terms

to non-government schools could mean the closure of some schools that are

not able to extract significantly more fees from parents and are therefore no

longer able to meet the increasing demands of government compliance.

Parental contribution is already the major source of funding for independent

schools (58%). The additional investment by parents in the education of their

children enables parental choice.

An unusual coalition has joined to lobby the government to preserve choice in

education, including the Independent Schools Council of Australia and the

Independent Education Union. They are together putting this argument to the

government: why should faith-based schools be required to defend their

legitimacy? Parents ought to be able to exercise their responsibility to choose

the type of school in which their child is to be educated. And choice is made

possible—especially where there is less family income—by government

funding. An issues paper published by the Australian Catholic University

Public Policy Institute concluded:

School choice, which is generally exercised on the basis of values

and attitudes, is an effective way of providing for diversity in the

community and contributes to social cohesion.

Some have lobbied for the re-introduction of the ‘new schools policy’ which

has limited the growth of the Christian schools movement in the past. The

Greens’ practice and policy, which is currently influential in Canberra, is

against Christian schools. Indeed, as was stated in a message from the

Catholic bishops of NSW earlier this year: ‘The Greens’ position on a number

of fundamental points of human and social policy areas conflicts directly with

the beliefs and values of virtually all religious people … they attack religious
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freedom and freedom of conscience’. We need to be praying about the

outcome of the Gonski review!

Challenges for the future: national curriculum

The second issue identified by Nurture was the Australian curriculum. NSW

schools will not be required to adopt the national curriculum until 2014 when

the Board of Studies has produced the required syllabus documents to

support the curriculum. But there are issues which need to be thought

through with the perspective of a Christian worldview in education. For

instance, there is a feature of the national curriculum for History that has

stirred public comment from politicians on the stage with me tonight. There

were indications that the terms BC (before Christ) and AD (Anno Domini, ‘in

the year of our Lord’) were to be entirely replaced in the national curriculum

and in school history texts by the meaningless terms BCE (before common

era) and CE (common era). At a recent Senate hearing, Robert

Randall—General Manager of Curriculum for the Australian Curriculum,

Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA)—gave an undertaking that

the authority would amend the curriculum to make it clear that BC and AD

should also be taught.

Language changes culture. One of our school parents here tonight is currently

doing a PhD on this topic. Language impacts reality. A change in our use of

language changes the way we think and changes who we are. A change in

terms such as BC and AD would appear to be of little consequence. But just as

we were facing cultural shifts away from generally held Biblical mores in the

’70s that inspired the conception of Christian schools, so we are still facing

cultural anti-God and anti-morality paradigm shifts for which we need the

haven of Christian schools in order that the next generation of young people

will have an understanding of who we are as humans made in the image of

God, and how we are to live our lives in obedience to the revealed will of God

in the Bible. In our State Parliament House there was a recent conference

discussing how we should kill elderly and infirm people, just like cats and dogs

that have become a burden to the household. There is the debate mooted for

the Australian Parliament to discuss the Marriage Act, to propose a

re-arrangement which will alter reality for us as a nation. Our children need to

know what sin is. And they need to know that God has made a way in Jesus for

them not to be guilty because of their sin any more. And being forgiven,

declared not guilty, our children need to know that they can live right through

the strength given to them by the indwelling Holy Spirit. The next generation

needs to know God’s love expressed in the cross of His Son, Jesus Christ. In
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an age which is losing so much of the culture that made western civilization

great, Christian schools can be a conservatory where truth can be cultivated in

the context of a culture which stifles truth.

Challenges for the future: family and community

We started with a science fiction movie which explored what happens to

people who escape to an unreal world and opt out of community. We moved

from science fiction to the real issue of alternate reality gaming which, like the

science fiction movie, lures people out of community and away from reality.

Our Christian worldview in education contends that education is in

community for community, that humans have been made in the image of God

to receive and share faithful love and compassion for the benefit of the other,

and for the glory of God. In an era where, increasingly, children are required

to negotiate the disturbance of family breakdown—they need the stable

community of a Christian school. In an era where the screen is no longer

family-shared TV unreality but, instead, the unreal construction of the

individual—children need the anchor of truth in relationships in Christ at a

Christian school. In an era where society plays with breaking its own basic

structure in the definition of marriage and family—children need the anchor

of wholesome relationships with teachers as mentors and friends in a

Christian school.

An epic journey began thirty years ago, but the journey promises to be as

significant in the years ahead as it was when we began. And we shall be calling

a new generation to have their eyes and ears opened by God so that they, too,

can discern the perils and possibilities for our children and our children’s

children. So I am pleased to announce tonight that 2012 will see four newly

trained members of staff—already members of our Ministry Order, with

Masters degrees in Teaching—who will join us in this calling that we have

received from Christ for the benefit of parents and children of the next

generation.

Redeemer’s 2011 epic wins

Students have achieved epic wins this year in their real life education at

Redeemer. In addition to the prizes, awards and vocational qualifications that

we have already celebrated tonight, Redeemer students and staff won national

recognition through various competitions and citations.
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History Mastermind

• Year 7 and Year 8 teams won the Best School Award

BHP Billiton Science Awards

• Abdul Kassem was a national finalist and selected to represent Australia

at Intel ISEF

• Patricia Varela Diaz has been selected as a national finalist for 2012

STANSW Young Scientist Awards

• Patricia Varela Diaz was first in Physics Years 10–12 category

• Richard Garth was a finalist in Years 3–6

• Edward Garth was a finalist in Years K–2

Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Competition

• Msgana Akele won the Upper Primary category

• Richard Garth was second in Australia, Lower Primary category

• Theophilus Din won the Primary Learning Assisted category

• Lachlan Bolton was second in Australia, Primary Learning Assisted

category

• Five Redeemer students were Highly Commended

• Six Redeemer students were Commended

• Redeemer Baptist School won the National Schools Award

Sydney Symphony Orchestra Composition Challenge

• Year 4 performed their Billabong composition at a Sydney Symphonia

Concert

Board of Studies WriteOn Competition

• Miriam Poyitt and Evelyn Poyitt won gold awards (two out of nine

NSW gold awards)

National Schools Constitutional Convention

• Chaneg Torres represented NSW in Canberra
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HSC Textiles Technology Exhibition

• Emma Poyitt was selected to display her major project in the

TEXSTYLE exhibition

RACI Crystal Growing Competition

• Georgina Garth was awarded Highly Commended along with 32

Redeemer finalists

The Voice of Youth Public Speaking Competition

• Chanum Torres won 3rd prize

Ryde Eisteddfod

• Hannah Arnold won folk song (8–10 years) and vocal duet (12 years

and under)

UWS College of Health and Science Dean’s Merit List

• Alumni Deborah Thambyaiyah, Mursell Cannon and Joel Poyitt were

commended by the Dean for academic excellence

King and Amy O’Malley Trust Scholarship

• Alumnus Timothy Bailey was awarded for academic excellence and

commitment to make a difference through his vocation of teaching

Macquarie University Medal for Psychology

• Alumnus Wesley Tan was awarded the University Medal

Macquarie University J C Ward Physics Prize

• Awarded to alumnus Ian Cannon

Fellow of the Australian College of Educators

• Max Shaw received this high honour from his professional colleagues

‘for perceiving the potential contribution that vocational education

could make to all students in the suite of subject offerings and

educational outcomes in the senior secondary years.’

STANSW Distinguished Service (Teacher) Awards

• Stuart Garth and Firth Garth
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RACI (Teacher) Citation

• Jenelle Seaman for excellent contribution to Chemistry education

Many of our students have achieved excellence individually and in teams in

inter-school competition and assessment as the following records of sport,

music, NAPLAN, university assessments and tertiary pathways accessible to

our HSC students demonstrate.

Sport—team championships

• The seventh consecutive Reid Shield senior boys cricket, with John

Poyitt as captain

• SWISSA senior boys cricket with John Poyitt as captain

• SWISSA senior girls softball, with Bethlehem Akele as captain

• SWISSA junior girls softball with Stephanie Hermez as captain

• SWISSA senior girls netball, with Melissa Bolton as captain

• SWISSA senior boys touch football with Nicholas Galatoulas as

captain

• SWISSA intermediate boys touch football with David Poyitt as captain

• SWISSA junior boys touch football with Adam Kassem as captain

• SWISSA senior girls volleyball, with Ellenore Forrester as captain

• ASISSA preparatory boys super 6 OzTag with Michael Galatoulas as

captain

Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country

• In the SWISSA swimming carnival: Jonathan Sapolinski, Leonard

Cheung, Roxan Mina, Marc Haddad, Bethany Almeida and Brittany

Hannouch were age champions, and Redeemer was the champion

school

• In the SWISSA athletics carnival: Alexandra Garth, Lupe Loloma,

Melissa Bolton, Chanum Torres, Nicholas Bolton, Petros Savaiko and

Nicholas Heng were age champions, and Redeemer was the champion

school

• In the SWISSA cross country: Aidan Bailey and Nicholas Bolton were

age champions

• In the ASISSA swimming carnival: four students were selected to

compete in the state CIS
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• In the ASISSA cross country: Lachlan Bolton was age champion and

six other students were also selected to compete in the state CIS

• In the ASISSA athletics carnival: 11 students were selected to compete

in the state CIS

Association of Independent Co-Educational Schools (AICES) Sport

• Petros Savaiko was awarded colours for athletics

• Redeemer was placed 3rd out of 50 schools at the AICES athletics

carnival

CIS Sport

• Nicholas Galatoulas and Wilisoni Lotu were awarded Honours for

sporting excellence in Rugby League playing for NSW CIS in the

National Schoolboys tournament

• Petros Savaiko was 4th in the state in 100, 200 and 800 metres, and 6th

in javelin

Tertiary success

• In 2011, 82% of our previous HSC cohort were offered enrolment at

university

National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)

• Redeemer students were significantly better represented in the top band

when compared with the rest of the state in each Year tested

School of Music

• The inaugural Musical Afternoon in Sargood presented 60 enjoyable

performances

• Students sat for AMEB exams to 7th grade in Piano, Clarinet, Violin,

Cello, Music Craft and Musicianship

• All Redeemer students passed their AMEB exams: Nardeen Boulos,

Gabrielle Jones, James Poyitt and Miriam Poyitt were awarded Honours

with Distinction
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English, Mathematics, Science and Computer Skills conducted by the
University of NSW; Chemistry conducted by the Royal Australian
Chemistry Institute (RACI); Australian Geography Competition
conducted by the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland

• 15 High Distinctions, including: Jerick Esmundo, William Kovach,

David Poyitt, Jordan Hannouch, Krystina Jones, Shalom Olegasegarem,

Martyn Poyitt and Hasini Wakista (Geography); Miriam Poyitt

(English); William Garth, Amir Nickolla and Camila Lievano

(Chemistry); Chanum Torres (English and Chemistry); Daniel Cheong

(Mathematics)

• 50 distinctions

• 126 credits

Many more students starred in excellent productions, including:

Kindergarten’s David and the Very Scary Giant; the Preparatory School’s

Jungle Doctor Fables; and the Drama Club’s adaptation of George

MacDonald’s The Fisherman’s Lady, which entertained a packed Sargood

Hall for three nights. The Middle School Choir communicated the Easter and

Christmas stories in Fusion events in Parramatta’s Church Street Mall.

These epic wins in the real world are in the context of friendship and pastoral

support within the family of the School. The parents of a Year 12

matriculating student said: ‘God has truly blessed our family overwhelmingly

in view of our son’s 13 years of schooling at Redeemer. Not only has the

education he has received prepared him well for tertiary education, but it truly

proves to be a foundation for life. The values instilled in him at Redeemer

complement the Christian values we emphasise at home and at church. More

than just teachers, you have all become like family to us! We thank God for

Redeemer Baptist School.’

Redeemer’s Outreach in 2011

• The Principal, staff and alumni students attended the remote PNG

Barai graduation ceremony for two Redeemer alumni students, and

contributed to the High School Camp.

• Redeemer alumni students secured government appointment to the

remote Itokoma Primary School.

• Year 10 students raised $14,547 in their Gala Day program towards

assisting education for remote Indigenous youth. Boxes of educational

resources have already been sent to the PNG Primary School at
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Itokoma village. Solar lighting for classrooms and the school library

will be sent during the Christmas holidays.

• School families contributed clothing which was sent to help literacy

work through the Barai Non-formal Education Association.

• Following the visit of Irene Gleeson AO to Redeemer, students and

staff donated Bibles through the Bible Society and a gift of $7,000

towards her Childcare Kitgum Servants schools for disadvantaged

children in northern Uganda.

• Outback Patrol delivered approximately 100 Christmas gifts from

Redeemer students to fellow Australian children in remote schools; a

further 85 Christmas gifts were sent to children in the remote

Enngonia and Weilmoringle Aboriginal communities through Pastor

George Mann at the Bourke Full Gospel Family Church.

• Elderly Aminya Nursing Home residents appreciated presentations

organised by Redeemer classes and performances by students and staff

at the Aminya fete.

• Year 10 students engaged in a program to assist the Wesley Mission

food bank.

• Garfield Barwick School (GBS) hearing impaired students continued

to be integrated at Redeemer, and used Redeemer facilities for

PDHPE.

• Redeemer has partnered with the Australian Literacy and Numeracy

Foundation (ALNF) to: deliver courses in literacy for indigenous

communities in the Kempsey region; and establish an ASQA accredited

Vocational Graduate Certificate course in Coding Aboriginal

Languages for Indigenous Literacy.

• The Mitchell Youth Leadership Forum (MYLF) was supported by

Redeemer with provision of transport and pastoral leadership.

At a Chapel service in Sargood Hall during Term 4, the NSW

Attorney-General Greg Smith impressed on Redeemer students the

importance of worthwhile values, which he models in leadership. He has

recently contacted his state and federal counterparts to warn them about a

change in the system that would give currently banned video games a

classification. ‘We have to balance all views,’ Smith said, ‘but we don’t have to

allow material that is totally unsatisfactory.’ Alternate reality wins celebrating

violence and gratuitous behaviour are destructive of character, imprinting

patterns of thought that shape behaviour in the real world.
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But students at Redeemer discover the pleasure of epic wins not only in

academic, sporting and artistic pursuits but also in giving of themselves to real

people with real needs. A British teacher and author—Katharine

Birbalsingh—wrote of her observations of children at school who are violent,

defiant, extraordinarily rude and completely out of control. Perhaps these

behaviours reflect the alternate reality game cultures that these children are

immersed in out of school hours. But there is a better way. In our new CD

Journey to Heaven, Shadale Din sings over the top of all: ‘Love is the answer’!

The Apostle Paul says that love never gives up, never loses faith, is always

hopeful, and endures through every circumstance. An epic win in real life

giving has better outcomes for students than alternate reality epic violence.

What epic are we celebrating?

Redeemer is celebrating thirty years of epic journey. There have been both

significant achievements and significant dangers along the way. Many hold

the School in high esteem. There are some who seek to harm the School.

Wherever we go our students are praised for their behaviour and presentation.

When our staff and students lead worship at significant occasions, people

comment not only on the clarity and beauty of the music but also on the lives

evidently given to holiness. The quality of the vision that the School began

with continues to bear fruit in new cohorts of students each year. I value the

continuing friendship of our Year 12 matriculating students this year and the

links maintained by many past students, including those who are now

enrolling their children at Redeemer. The epic of Redeemer Baptist School

continues to unfold.

But as I conclude, please consider what we are really celebrating in this

30-year epic.

Are the founding leaders of the School—like Noel Cannon and Max Shaw

and Bob Frisken—the heroes in this epic? I am sure that many of you will

agree with me that what they did was heroic. Are those who continue to

faithfully serve in the School without any thought of seeking financial gain or

retirement—teachers, administrators, librarians, the uniform ladies— are

they the heroes in this epic? I couldn’t speak more highly of the dedication

and professionalism of all of our staff. Are the students who have won all

these awards and performed to delight us all—including the whole School

tonight and on the new CD—are they the heroes each year of the epic? I

certainly commend the students’ efforts to do their best year after year,

including this year.
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And parents have expressed their thankfulness this year, also. Dr Naveen

Thomas of Bangalore Baptist Hospital in India wrote:

We are really thankful to Redeemer Baptist School for the two

profitable years both Amith and Nikita had there. Thank God for

your work. We cannot forget the larger Redeemer family and all

the teachers who invested so much in our children and others.

Only eternity can reveal the full impact of your ministry among

the little ones.

Another parent wrote about the new library:

I am writing to really appreciate the tremendous amount of

volunteer work carried out by the Redeemer Baptist Church

community, building the School library during the summer. Your

dedication to the School and all that it stands for is something I

greatly admire.

And parents whose four children have all been educated at Redeemer wrote:

We are forever grateful for the education our children have

received; they are decent human beings who live a life of faith,

hope and charity. This is in no small part due to the dedication,

professionalism and generosity of spirt displayed by the staff and

teachers of Redeemer Baptist School. We could not have

achieved this by ourselves! We will continue to pray for the

prosperity of the whole Redeemer community.

And a few weeks ago I had the opportunity to visit with past students in Hong

Kong. Stevenson Ho matriculated in 1991. He stayed in the Redeemer

community whilst he was at university and then returned to Hong Kong in

1996 where he got a good job, got involved in his local Pentecostal Church,

and got married. Stevenson now lives for Christ and for others. He has a large

lay ministry in the Church. He is respected by his pastor and has many

spiritual children from his ‘soccer’ ministry. I played soccer with the ministry

when I was there in Hong Kong. Stevenson’s pastor rang him on the edge of

the pitch to tell him to make sure that I did not get injured! And I can tell other

stories of past Redeemer students around the world and throughout this city

who are raising their families and serving others responsibly. This is not the

case for all. Not all teachers have remained faithful to their calling. Not all

parents have remained strong in the face of adversity. Not all students have

gone on to lead exemplary lives.
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But even though students, parents, founders and staff are all players in the

epic of Redeemer, there is a larger epic running through history of which

Redeemer is but a part. One of the ancient Hebrew psalms explored Israel’s

epic history. This was the conclusion:

Those who are wise will take all this to heart;

they will see in our history the faithful love of the Lord.

The epic is not really about what we have achieved. The epic is about the

faithful love of the Lord. The Lord has achieved what we could not have

achieved in our own strength. He has led us along very pleasant paths and

He has led us through great difficulties. But always we have been able to

depend on His faithfulness. And His faithful love is evident throughout

history and throughout this world today wherever men and women rely on

Jesus to save them.

And this epic has a destination. We’re not there yet! Our CD speaks of a

journey that our sister, Sandra Bolton, made this year when she went to be

with our heavenly Father. The Apostle Peter says that nothing in the world in

which we live now will last forever. ‘The grass withers and the flower fades,’ he

says, ‘but the word of the Lord remains forever.’

There is a forever destination of which these thirty years are just a part. And

Jesus says that he can show us the direction of our path towards this epic

destination. Jesus said: ‘No one can come to the Father except through me’. I

trust that as this Christmas season is upon us, you will be reminded of the One

who has won the epic victory for you. Jesus came so that you might have

peace. Jesus came so that you could share in His victory over death. Jesus

came so that you could know God’s faithful love with you always. Jesus came

so that you could have everlasting life in heaven. And these truly epic wins are

for us all: students, parents, staff, friends!

I thank the Lord for this year of His favour. And I pray for your safety during

the holidays. And I look forward to your return in 2012, ready for the

beginning of our Year 31.
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“The answer to alienation and isolation are to be found in
true Christian community where students can experience
healing and reconciliation and where teachers help students
to know that they are forgiven, restored and reconciled.
Healing involves the supernatural and is impossible without
prayer and discernment.”

—Bob Frisken, Christian Community Schools Limited President, 1996

“According to Church, the ultimate goal of education is the free,
loving communion between human beings and God and, by
extension, with themselves, their fellow human beings, and
nature. This communion is experienced inside the worship, is
witnessed within society and studied at school. This undivided
and unconfused connection of worship, society and school
constitutes the eucharistic dimension of Christian Education.”

—Professor Stravros Fotiou, University of Cyprus, 2009

“Good teaching cannot be reduced to technique; good teaching
comes from the identity and integrity of the teacher.”

—Parker Palmer, Founder of the Centre for Courage and Renewal, 2010

“May we as a school know what it is to call a body of committed
parents and students into the fulfilment of a vision, to be
examples before a waiting, watching world of what can occur to
those who set their hearts on the Lord, hear the voice of His
direction and step out in active faith and obedience to His call.”

—The Principal’s Address, 1984

“Our scope as educators must always be broader and deeper than limiting
ourselves merely to the undoubtedly necessary ‘basics’. Our human
possibilities and aspirations for ourselves as educators and especially for
those of our students—with all their material, spiritual, intellectual, ethical,
physical and emotional domains—cannot be restricted merely to meeting
the subsistent necessities of basic survival.”

—Professor Paul Brock, University of Sydney, 2010

“My Christian faith has brought me to the point where I am today.
I rely heavily on God’s word directing me. I delve into God’s word
and look for words that really help me; things like in Micah where
it talks about acting justly and loving mercy and walking humbly.
They’re great ideas for a young cop who needs to understand what
he needs to do not only in the organisation but also to please God.”

—Commissioner Andrew Scipione APM, 2007

“We are saved, not by anything we do, but by grace. Yet if we
truly understood and believed the gospel, it will change what
we do and how we live.”

—Rev Timothy Keller, Redeemer Presbyterian Church, Manhattan, 2010

“Knowing forgiveness from God and living in obedience to God
are the essential ingredients to a life filled with joy, regardless of
circumstances. This is reality education. Whether on or off the
screen, whether today’s circumstances bring laughter or tears,
we and our children can know the ultimate satisfaction that
everything works together for good for those who love Jesus
and serve Him wholeheartedly.”

—Principal’s Address, 2010
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